Understanding of the world

Literacy

(Science/ History/ Geography).

Writing- Reading, retelling, sequencing and
using role play to act out stories based on our
topic ‘The Seaside’ e.g. ‘The Lighthouse
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Keepers Lunch’, ‘Commotion in the Ocean’ and
The Rainbow Fish’. We will be describing

Maths

characters, labelling pictures, as well as
writing stories of our own. We will be mark

making in our newly opened ‘Seaside Shop’, as

Number songs, ordering numbers, Numicon,

recognising money, splitting objects into

well as using Clicker 6, to create sentences.

different groups, finding one more and one

Dough Disco sessions, Scrimbling, threading,

less, comparing sizes/amounts, adding and

playdough and many other activities will
improve gross/fine motor skills.

key words and ORT books on a daily basis,
time in reading area.

regular counting practise (forwards and
backwards), RM Easimaths.
Individual work- specific to children’s EAP
targets.

PE

Phonics- high frequency word games/flash
cards, espresso videos/activities, practising
sound/letter formation, Alphablocks, phonics
play activities.
Speaking and listening- show and tell, weekly
news, daily individual work focussing on

Weekly PE lessons & sessions with PE coach.

visuals/signalong used to support children,
roleplay masks in reading area.
Individual work- specific to children’s EAP
targets.

Trip to the seaside!
Comparing natural and man-made
environments.
Growing cress in different conditions.

Art/DT
Children to design a packed lunch for The
Lighthouse Keeper.
Create art work using a variety of media:
collage, chalk, paint, crayons, finger
painting, painting with objects.

Yoga

Cooking

Rounders

Weekly dance lessons with Abigail

recommendations from SaLT, planned
discussions during group/snack time,

discuss the environment during walk.

subtracting amounts/groups of objects and

Reading- sharing the above books and listening
to stories on the IWB, individual reading of

Weekly outings to Church café on Fridays-

This half term children will be creating a
healthy picnic for The Lighthouse Keeper.

PSHE
This half term we will be focussing on the
topic ‘Staying safe in the sun’.

Music
Creating their own pattern and following
patterns created by others.

